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the bionx also has a very simple control panel on the left handlebar. ithas simple controls including
the power meter, andregenerative braking, and of course, the brake. you also have a little lcd

display on top of the handlebar(this isn't the smartest solution, by any means) that display shows
just enough for you to know the status of the charge, and if your batteries are full or not. also a very
helpful feature is if your bike becomes stuck. the bionx has paddle fault warnings that come on and
off whenever your bike gets jammed or a component fails. this gets a little louder as the battery is

nearing its end-of-life. this kit has a lot of choices for the user.if you want to add a throttle, you have
to decide which one you want. there are three types of throttles: push button, twist,and soft link. i

chose thesoftlink-throttle. thesoftlink-throttle uses a set of elastomeric bands called suspension to tie
two pieces of rubber together. this makes the linkage more flexible and increases the leverage on

the cable. also, the soft link throttle is a much quieter operation than a twist or a push button
throttle. bionx also has what they call a legacy software package. if you want to add many of the
features the bionx has for free you can use their legacy software. i was a little confused at first by

this. but i have come to the conclusion it is so they don't charge you extra for the rest of the
features. the legacy features are: battery estimation, regen braking, speedometer (not speed display

of course), lcd display, battery status and recharging, brake light, turn signals, cruise control, mpg
display, and regenerative braking.
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